In the early 1990s, characterization of well-defined cell surface markers led to the identification of undifferentiated precursor cells and distinct hematopoietic lineages derived from hematopoietic stem cells.[@cit0001] Taking advantage of this groundbreaking development, Lapidot et al. demonstrated that CD34^+^/CD38^−^ cell subsets were uniquely able to reconstitute acute myeloid leukemia in immunocompromised mice and rejuvenated interest in the cancer stem cell (CSC) hypothesis.[@cit0002] Cell subpopulations similarly endowed with the capacities to efficiently propagate tumor xenografts with high histopathologic fidelity, self-renew, and generate transit amplifying progenitor cells with limited self-renewing capacity through asymmetric division were subsequently identified in breast carcinoma, glioblastoma, and other cancer types, thus extending the cancer stem cell hypothesis to solid [@cit0003]

The origin of cancer stem cells (CSCs) in solid tumors remains unclear. The classic view originating from normal stem cell biology envisions the CSC as a distinct cellular entity at the pinnacle of a tumor cell hierarchy, with asymmetric division serving to maintain the CSC pool and generate bulk populations of more differentiated tumor progenitor cells with limited tumor-propagating capacities. Considerable experimental evidence from multiple laboratories and malignancies now shows that cells displaying the core criteria of CSCs (i.e., self-renewing, tumor propagating, multipotent) can arise through the dedifferentiation of non-tumor propagating tumor cell subsets, forcing a significant revision of the original strictly hierarchical model. Current models incorporate the inherent plasticity of malignant cells and their capacity to dynamically and bi-directionally alter phenotype and tumor-propagating capacity (e.g., "stemness"). Autocrine and microenvironment-derived molecular cues activate differentiating and dedifferentiating cell signaling cascades, transcriptional networks, and epigenetic mechanisms that regulate CSC pools and hence therapeutic resistance and tumor recurrence. Understanding these mechanisms is critical to developing more effective cancer therapeutics.

The discovery that a defined set of reprogramming transcription factors is sufficient to induce pluripotency and reprogram mature fibroblasts to an undifferentiated, stem-like state constituted a paradigm shift in the field of stem cell biology and greatly affected the way we look at the CSC.[@cit0004] Since this discovery, expression of these same core reprogramming transcription factors has been found to correlate with cancer malignancy and poor patient prognosis. The finding that the gene expression profiles of embryonic stem cells (ESCs) closely resemble those of high-grade tumors suggested that similar transcriptional mechanisms drive de-differentiated phenotypes in non-malignant and malignant cells.[@cit0005] Applying these discoveries of how non-malignant cells can be induced to dedifferentiate to the setting of malignancy has filled in missing mechanisms and added extra levels of complexity to the origins and nature of the CSC.

We now understand that the phenotypic heterogeneity of cancer cells in solid malignancies is supported by the ability of tumor cells, primed by the oncogenic genomic background, to dynamically transition between more differentiated and less differentiated states via mechanisms akin to induced plutipotency (i.e., spontaneous induced multipotency) and cellular reprogramming. Relevant findings in our laboratory demonstrated that oncogenic receptor tyrosine kinase signaling (i.e., hepatocyte growth factor (HGF)/c-MET signaling) drives the glioma stem cell phenotype by inducing reprogramming transcription factors and that inhibiting this axis *in vivo* depletes tumors of their stem-like tumor propagating cells.[@cit0006] We also found that co-expression of the reprogramming transcription factors POU class 5 homeobox 1 (POUF1, best known as OCT4) and sex determining region Y-box 2 (SOX2) in tumor cells that lack stemness and tumor propagating potential induces de-differentiation and, more significantly, tumor propagating capacity. These reprogramming events were found to involve the direct activation of DNA methyl-transferase gene transcription, increased DNA methylation, and methylation-dependent repression of miRNA networks containing miRNAs that inhibit tumor cell stemness and tumor propagating potential.[@cit0008]

These newfound concepts and mechanisms of cancer cell plasticity have led to a re-examination of factors that might influence tumor propagating potential and tumor recurrence and new thought-provoking paradigms. One such concept relates to the role of tumor microenvironments and the concept of "stress-induced reprogramming" whereby unfavorable conditions, such as the hypoxic tumor microenvironment, inflammatory microenvironment, or stress induced by radiation/chemotherapy, activate reprogramming cascades that result in the de-differentiation of tumor cells to a more stem-like state with the ability to maintain or reconstitute the malignancy. As examples, Heddleston et al. found that hypoxia promotes self-renewal of glioma stem cells and non-stem cells through a process regulated by hypoxia-inducible factor 2α (HIF2α), OCT4, SOX2, NANOG, and v-myc avian myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog (c-MYC).[@cit0009] Interestingly, Legadec et al. found that radiation therapy can cause fully differentiated breast cancer cells to de-differentiate into induced breast cancer stem cells.[@cit0010] These findings establish the involvement of dynamically regulated de-differentiation mechanisms in CSC generation and maintenance and convey the possibility that reprogramming can be a side effect of therapeutic intervention that might contribute to treatment resistance and tumor recurrence. Recent advances in understanding the molecular drivers of the tumor-propagating CSCs open prospects for preventing these adverse consequences of current therapies. The discovery of potent CSC-inhibiting miRNAs opens new and exciting possibilities. Recent advances in nanomedicine now allow us to deliver nucleic acids effectively and with high selectivity *in vitro* and offer the potential for near-term *in vivo* application. We envision that combining current advances in nanomedicine with our growing understanding of CSC-inhibitory miRNAs will influence the way that we target tumor-propagating CSCs.

We now realize that the CSC population is very dynamic and that cells can gain or lose the stem-like phenotype depending on autocrine and environmental cues, resulting in heterogeneous populations of tumor cells that can either expand in a limited fashion (i.e., transit amplifying cells) or actually propagate tumors (i.e., CSCs) ([**Fig. 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). The dynamic transitions between these phenotypes depend upon the molecular cross talk between epigenetic modifications, reprogramming transcription factors, and coding and non-coding RNAs. Understanding the regulatory interactions between these elements has become a new and important area of research. Identifying the components and circuitries that generate and maintain CSCs will allow us to design more rational therapies to target phenotypic states that drive tumor growth and recurrence. Figure 1.The CSC phenotype is dynamic and encompasses molecular changes that alter "stemness.\" This process is influenced by autocrine and paracrine pathways including environmental cues that modify the DNA methylation landscape and histone marks, regulate non-coding RNAs, and modulate the expression of transcription factors, all leading to fate-determining gene expression changes. De-differentiation and acquisition of stem cell qualities results in tumor cells with self-renewal capability, tumor-propagating capacity, and treatment resistance.
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